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They say that which doesn’t kill you makes you stronger; this doesn’t 
seem to me to be true of rock fall. The solitary rock arcing out of a clear 

blue sky to crumple my partner on our third day on a huge, half rotten face, 
and, years before, the cowering for hours beneath a relentless fusillade of 
rock and ice on a mountain not two miles from here: these have reduced 
rather than strengthened me. They have left me with all too clear a view of 
our vulnerability.

We were vulnerable now, Simon Yearsley and I, as we crossed the 
bergschrund beneath the south-west buttress of Janahut. Two little lights 
poking around ice chasms and fragile bridges at the foot of a great moun-
tain in the dark, a kilometre and a half of terrain above us, an unknown 
depth of ice beneath. We were vulnerable and felt it. Midnight gave way 
to those early hours when we all want warmth and bed, not cold and fear. 
We were vulnerable to the drop, to what might drop on us, to our fears of 

Malcolm Bass traversing towards the bivvy site on day one. (Simon Yearsley)

both, and more besides. So much loomed above that we couldn’t see and 
had no way of knowing.

Two roped pitches saw us over the bergschrund; a tiny impression made. 
A foothold established in the couloir that would hopefully take us up the 
lower part of the face, we relaxed slightly; Simon coiled the rope, we had 
a drink and ate a gel. ‘Let’s get this done.’ Turning in to the slope and 
planting our shafts higher, just then it came: first a whirring sound then the 
impact one metre to my left. Huge, not properly seen, smashing into the 
snow, then spinning, tumbling, out and off again. We pressed ourselves 
into the slope, held our breath, and listened: only the diminishing rattle 
below and adrenaline pushed pulses. The moment passed. I let out a 
stream of obscenities about west faces, Gangotri, that specific rock, rocks 
in general, mountains, my fated ill luck, and just how lucky we had been. 
Then we started climbing.

With dawn the morning became much more fun. Snow conditions were 
good and we had no need of the rope. It was the best of alpine climbing, 
moving smoothly over moderate terrain in a magnificent setting. To the 
south the Maiandi glacier merged with the massive Gangotri and a long 
view down past Kharchakund to the Kedar peaks; to our north were the 
head of the Maiandi and the south side of Swachand peak. I had been 
this way before: in 2004 I had climbed this same ground with Paul Figg 
and Andy Brown. We had come to a halt on a snowy night a little further 
up. On the same night our Kiwi friend Pat Deavoll had been suffering the 
miseries of altitude sickness hundreds of metres above at 6400m on the 
south ridge, having reached the ridge via the big couloir in the west face 
with her partner Marty Beare. They too had to descend. Since then Amer-
ican Bryan Hylenski and various partners including Anindya Mukherjee 
had made two attempts from the east side of the mountain (and then onto 
the south ridge), the second reaching around 6500m.

My fear had gone now, replaced with the breathless curiosity of finding 
the route. A little gully of little promise neatly outflanked a wall for the 
price of a few steep moves; we reached the 2004 high point under another 
steep wall. Out right under this wall to a shattered col as the late morning 
sun hit the upper face and, now twelve hours on with 700m in the bag, 
we began to look for somewhere to bivouac. The route ahead lay up a big 
couloir which nipped into a tight throat just above us, and we had to decide 
whether to press on up hoping to reach some sort of sanctuary before the 
sun sent rocks flying down the couloir, or to stop a little early under an 
overhanging wall just to the right of the fall line. Mindful of history we 
chose the overhang. It didn’t take long to widen the natural ledge and, as 
the sun reached us, we were able to savour the joys of warmth and safety 
from the comfort of our tent as the stove purred for tea.

The next morning was far from comfortable as we climbed up through 
the gully throat and into a broadening couloir in the dark. We and the face 
were both well frozen; we weren’t silenced though and kept up our babble, 
the ritual incantations of inanity that we have spoken from Glen Coe to 
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Garhwal, from the ’80s till now. Their function is social, but not communi-
cative; the honks of migrating geese may carry more meaning. We managed 
to talk sense long enough to agree to put the rope on and place runners as 
Simon led over windslab into the upper couloir. The dawn light revealed a 
fine series of rock spires adorning the right bank, then a well-chosen double 
back took us off the south-west face and up into the sun. We were very 
glad of its warmth and felt an urge to luxuriate. Finding nowhere suitable 
we belayed and I started up a scrappy, loose mixed pitch on the ridge crest. 
Keen to sit down in the sun I rushed the climbing, finding myself quite 
unexpectedly making hard moves, but that same impatience pushed me up 
them at a decent pace to the pleasures of a sitting belay.

After another couple of pitches the ridge reared up in a pitch of steep, 
hard ice. It was my lead, I was tiring, and I really didn’t fancy it. I set off 
in a spirit of resignation. An early screw to protect the belay, the sense 
of front points barely buried, then the insidious and inevitable onset of 
burning calves. The ridge was clearly very corniced over the west face, 
but the cornice was made of such deliciously soft stuff, and Simon so well 
belayed on the east side that the temptation was just too much: I edged over 
on to the unsupported snow and scuttled up it till the rope ran out.

The ridge didn’t offer many obvious tent sites, so when we came across 
a slightly flatter section behind an impressive gendarme at about 6500m we 
took our chance and began to dig. Digging soon gave way to chipping, and 
chipping to standing around nursing our backs and panting. Two hours 
later we finally pitched the tent. It was a magnificent campsite and we 

Malcolm Bass on the easier angled snow arête, approaching The Castle and, 
opposite, engaged in the steep initial crux. (Simon Yearsley)
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enjoyed our time there. Clouds bubbled up from the wild rainforest gorges 
beyond the Chaukhambas and were lit up by the warm colours of evening. 
We could see down to Meade’s col where we had camped 19 years before. 
We leavened the aesthetics and nostalgia by making a video of ourselves 
interviewing one another about the day. It’s not much to look at as the lens 
was totally steamed up (we’re better in audio anyway), and we don’t make 
much sense, but one quote stands out: ‘The summit looks pretty close, but 
that’s probably an illusion...’

Next morning we left the tent pitched and set out for the summit. Short 
sections of technical climbing around gendarmes alternated with long 
sections of narrow horizontal ridge and moderate ice slopes. From time 
to time we stopped to warm toes and fingers. As morning turned to after-
noon a brisk breeze began to blow and it grew colder. A long section of icy 
ridge led to The Castle, a steep rock step around 80m high that seemed to 
be the last major obstacle before the summit. After a quick scout around 
its defences we decided on a frontal assault. A steep chimney succumbed 
to Cairngorm style climbing, each series of harder moves heralding a 
major fit of gasping. Despite the oxygen debt it was exhilarating to be 
bridging, hooking, jamming and torqueing up a pitch like this so high on 
an unclimbed mountain. When I thought it was finished I sat smugly on 
top in the late afternoon sun belaying Simon. He came up, took the rack 
and vanished over the crest. The rope ran out smoothly for a while, then 
came familiar staccato pulls and pauses: hard climbing ahead. It turned out 
to be another chimney, steep and smooth sided, redeemed only by helpful 
chock stones. I don’t think my breathing has ever been faster.

We now stood on a sharp rock crest. A smooth slab covered in a foot or 
more of soft snow barred the way forward. We had both tried it. We both 
felt very cold. The high point we had been aiming for all day revealed itself 
from here to be a false summit. The wind was rising and the night was 
coming. We were very tired and guessed that we didn’t have much left. 
And there was something else, something sensed rather than known. There 
wasn’t much discussion. Simon set the first abseil anchor. Two days and 
one dramatic night later we were back on the glacier.

What to make of it all? Human minds love to categorise and judge. They 
are especially keen on binary judgements. Success or failure? Good trip or 
bad trip? Worthwhile or waste? Win or lose?

Yet this trip just won’t cohere for me. It won’t resolve neatly, insists on 
remaining a series of almost unrelated experiences and emotions. Frus-
tration at being so close, only 140m below the untrodden summit, when 
such chances are so very rare. Pride and amazement at our climbing so 
high in such vast solitude. The beauty of cramponning into the dawn on 
our acclimatisation on the east flank of Kedar. The human warmth in the 
camaraderie of our little team. The sadness in the wind on our last dusk 
walks around base camp, neither of us young anymore. Still climbing hard 
at 6600m. And then that decision: what of that decision?

I still want it badly. The summit, the personal sense of achievement and, 

although I wish I didn’t, I do still want some glory. So it matters to me 
to make sense of our decision to retreat. It matters even though the direct 
experience of our great mountain journey lies beyond such judgements. 
From the comfort of home, my mind still insists on asking whether we 
made the right call. Should we have pressed on into the darkness? We have 
climbed on into many dark nights. Could we have found a way round the 
snowed up slabs? After a rest and a gel could we have summoned enough 

Simon Yearsley following the initial crux. (Malcolm Bass)

energy to go on to the new summit? But what I am beginning to understand 
now is that our bodies and the more primitive parts of our minds knew the 
score. They knew what was happening inside and out, and knew what was 
going to happen next. They sent us the best signals they could. We did well 
to hear them.

Back to the first night of the descent, and there is no shelter on the open 
ice slope. The wind relentless; vastness, darkness, cold and stars as if in 
space. Technique, technology, and two cold-numbed brains maintain a 
slowly descending circle of light and life from V-thread to V-thread. The 
wind strengthens. We reach a rock buttress, try to cram ourselves in a cleft 
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Bass/Yearsley line on the South-west Buttress of Janahut. (Simon Yearsley)

for shelter, but the rift funnels the wind straight onto us. Gasping now with 
cold, our good kit and continued movement are our salvation. A jammed 
rope, delay and shivering. Eighteen hours on the go. Sluggish thoughts. 
Another rope length down. Everything slowing. Then finally the tent. We 
crawl in fully kitted and just lie there. All we can do is lie there.

Details of The Expedition
Janahut was our third-choice objective for the trip. We had origi-

nally sought permission for Rimo III, but the Indian Army refused. Our 
secondary objective was Chaukhamba IV and the Indian Mountaineering 
Foundation pulled out all the stops to provide us with this permit at short 
notice. However once we were in the field it became clear that in prevailing 
snow conditions all routes up Chaukhamba IV were unsafe, so we obtained 
permission from our Liaison Officer, Subedar Dan Singh of the Indian 
Army, to attempt Janahut.

Other permanent team members were: Ming Temba Sherpa (high alti-
tude porter), Chewang Gyalson (high altitude porter), Santbir Sherpa 
(cook), Danesh Rai (assistant cook).

Base camp was estab-
lished at Sunderban 
(4600m) on 31 May. There 
was still a lot of snow there. 
On 2 and 3 June Malcolm 
and Simon acclimatised on 
the normal route on Kedar 
Dome, camping at 5100m 
and ascending to 6000m.

On 6 June Malcolm, 
Simon, Dan, Ming Temba, 
and Chewang left base 
camp carrying food, gas 
and climbing equipment 
for Malcolm and Simon 
to attempt Janahut. We all 
camped near the foot of the 
Swachand glacier, about 
halfway to Janahut. There 

was quite a lot of snow on the glacier and the moraine and this made for 
easy travel. On 7 June all five carried loads up to the foot of the Maiandi 
glacier. Dan, Ming Temba, and Chewang then returned to base camp, 
whilst Malcolm and Simon stayed on and began the attempt described 
above on the night of 9 June. The attempt took the south-west buttress of 
Janahut to the south ridge. The high point of the attempt was above the 
Castle at 6660m on 12 June. After the cold night descent from the high 
point back to the tent at 6300m we descended the east side of the mountain 
to a high glacial bowl, and from there back to the start point at the junction 

The strain of Himalayan climbing: Bass and Yearsley 
at their high point. (Simon Yearsley)

between the Maiandi and Gangotri glaciers. After a night’s rest we plodded 
the 20 km back to base camp. Glacial streams proved difficult to cross on 
the way back down. Malcolm and Simon’s loads didn’t quite make it all 
the way back to base camp, so on 17 June Chewang and Ming Temba went 
back to the end of the moraine to collect them. We left base camp on 20 
June and arrived back at Gangotri on 21 June.

Summary
An account of an attempt on the unclimbed Janahut (6805m) via the 

south-west buttress to the south ridge, 9-15 June 2014, by Malcolm Bass 
and Simon Yearsley. This peak is at the head of the Gangotri glacier and 
has defied four previous attempts.
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